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rungenweb. emmingleton Ask HN: How do you choose a domain name? - olivercameron I'm looking for a new
domain name, but I can't seem to find any meaningful advice on what to look for. Do you have any general rules
that you follow when looking for a domain name? ====== dylanhassinger I would recommend looking at domain
names that fit your idea and are of high value. It's not always that simple, so the first rule is to think of the best
name first. ~~~ olivercameron That's a good rule, but I'm not sure what a good value would be for a business. For a
personal website, I'm looking for one that I can use for 10+ years and still remember. ~~~ dylanhassinger A useful
metric is what Google says about the name. If they have a lot of titles for that word, it's probably not a good name.
If they don't have too many, it might be a good fit. ~~~ olivercameron Thanks! 2d92ce491b
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